Since the face morphing attack was introduced by Ferrara et al. in 2014, the detection of face morphings has become a wide spread topic in image forensics. By now, the community is very active and has reported diverse detection approaches. So far, the evaluations are mostly performed on images without post-processing. Face images stored within electronic machine readable documents (eMRTD) are ICAO 1 -passport-scaled to a resolution of 413x531 and a JPG or JP2 lesize of 15 kilobytes. This paper introduces a face morphing detection concept with 3 modules (ICAO-aligned preprocessing module, feature extraction module and classication module), tailored for such images on eMRTD. In this work we exemplary design and evaluate two feature spaces for the feature extraction module, a frequency domain and a spatial domain feature space. Our evaluation will compare both feature spaces and is carried out with 66,229 passport-scaled images (64,363 morphed face images and 1,866 authentic face images) which are completly independent from training and include all images provided for the IHMMSEC'19 special session: "Media Forensics -Fake or Real?". Furthermore, we investigate the inuence of dierent morph generation pipelines to the detection accuracies of the concept and we analyse the impact of neutral and smiling genuine faces to the morph detector performance. The evaluation determines a detection rate of 86.0% for passport-scaled morphed images with a false alarm rate of 4.4% for genuine images for the spatial domain feature space.
INTRODUCTION
Face image based authentication scenarios are well-accepted and widespread. In 2014 Ferrara et al. present an identity theft scheme for those scenarios in [8] . They describe an approach allowing two or more persons to pass a face image based authentication scenario with only one articially weakened Photo-ID template. For the presented attack, a so called face morphing is created, which melts two or more face images of dierent persons. This morphed face image is used for the document creation performed by a corresponding authority. This Photo-ID document is able to succesfully pass all subjectiv and biometric checks in a boarder control scenario [9] . An example is presented in Figure 1 . 
STATE OF THE ART
In this Section, we introduce the morph generation pipelines we have used to create our evaluation data sets. Furthermore, we describe one concept for the feature space module we modify for our purpose to detect passport-scaled morphed images with our detection concept.
Morph Generation Pipelines
For our paper, we use three state-of-the-art morph generation pipelines (MGP) to create three dierent types of face morphing for our evalatuion dats sets from two related works [19, 24] . As mentioned in [30] , all morph pipelines are based on alpha-blending and warping. For our evaluation the alpha-blending parameter is set to 0.5 to build an average between both input images. The warping process is realized with a triangulation which uses 68 facial landmarks, localized by the dlib shape predictor (www.dlib.net). All presented MGP are completly automated processes to create statistically singnicant data sets for training and testing.
• The rst MGP creates a so called complete morph. Here, additionally to the steps above, 20 landmarks on the image borders are added on the image boarders to cover the complete image [21] . Due to this, a complete morph has an average texture and a average geometry of the original faces and is introduced in [19] . This leads to a high biometric quality [19] but also to clearly visible ghosting artifacts as a result of a blending operation, visualized in Figure 2 .
• The second morph generation pipeline creates splicing morphs and is introduced in [19] too. The appearance of splicing morphs is more realistic than the appearance of complete morphs, because they are designed to avoid ghosting artifacts. The facial region is cut, warped and blended to a mutual face and stitched back (seamlessly) into one of the input images. This leads to a lower biometric quality and to fewer visible artifacts [19] .
• The combined morph is the third MGP used and combines the aforementioned pipelines to avoid shortcomings. The pipeline is introduced in [24] and aligns the original images prior to the warping process to ensure that warping does not lead to a distortion of the face geometry. This MGP has the best visual quality of the three mentioned pipelines as well as a high biometric quality [24] . The 3 MGP are visualized in Figure 2 . 
Keypoint Feature Space for Morph Detection
In [14] a feature space for morph detection is presented, based on the idea that the blending operation in morphing pipelines causes a reduction of face details, especially on images with a resolution with more than 2 megapixels. The reduction of face details is quantied by the number of keypoints and egdes in the face region. Here, the authors assume that the number of keypoints and edges become lower after a blending operation. As pre-processing, prior to feature extraction, the authors segment the face region as a convex hull of the 68 facial landmarks localized with the shape predictor class from the dlib programming library version 19.2 (http://dlib.net/). The authors use several keypoint and edge detectors, because they assume that the impact of blending operation is dierent for each detector, some of them will react more sensible than others. The following keypoint and edge detectors were used as features for the detector in [14] : SIFT [15] , SURF [1] , ORB [27] , FAST [26] , AGAST [17] , CannyEdge [2] , SobelX and SobelY [13] . These eight features were extracted with functions implemented in the OpenCV programming library version 3.0 with contributions (http://opencv.org). They normalize the number of detected keypoints and edges for every feature with the natural logarithm of the image size (in pixels), because of the dierent face sizes from dierent image resolutions. Furthermore, the authors build a lossy JPEG compressed self-reference (quality level: 75%) and extract the same features. Subsequent they build the ratio between features from the orignal image and the lossy self-reference image. So, it results in a 16 dimensional feature space.
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The work in [24] shows that this detector is not suitable for passportscaled images, because the reduction of the lesize and the downscaling also lead to a reduction of keypoints and edges. So, the detector delivers a reasonable high false alarm rate (ca. 42%) for genuine images. Furthermore, this rate is complimentary, because the same passport-scaled images but without JPEG compression to 15kB were involved into training. In this paper we selected this feature space for our face morphing detection concept and suggest a modication (see Section 3.2.2).
OUR MORPH DETECTION CONCEPT FOR PASSPORT-SCALED IMAGES ON EMRTD
The chapter introduces our morph detection concept for passportscaled images stored within eMRTD. It includes 3 modules:
• an ICAO-aligned pre-processing module PPM (Section 3.1),
• a feature extraction module FEM (Section 3.2) and • a classication module CM (Section 3.3).
We introduce in this paper two examplary designed feature spaces for FEM to detect passport-scaled morphs. The rst feature space works in frequency domain FS F r eq and second feature space in spatial domain FS Spat . We will compare the results in our evaluation. The concept is visualized in Figure 3 and the modules will be briey described in the following Subsections. 
Feature Extraction Module (FEM)
The input of the FEM is a 200x200 pixels face image Im P P M derived from PPM. We have exemplary designed two feature spaces (FS F r eq and FS Spat ) for FEM, described in the following subsection. In our evaluation we compare the performance of our detection concept with FS F r eq and FS Spat in FEM.
Frequency Domain Feature Space (FS F r eq
). The idea to transform images into the frequency domain to detect artifacts is well known. It is used since the mid-1990s for detection of artifacts created by watermarking embedding techniques as discribed in [4] and also for a morph detection approach in [5] . We adapt this idea to create a feature space to detect morphings on passportscaled images. FS F r eq is based on the assumption that the blending operation in the face region during the morphing process causes a reduction of high frequencies (high frequencies contain edge informations) in frequency image domain after a discrete fourier transformation (DFT), even on lossy passport-scaled images. The image processing for FS F r eq starts with the transformation of the image into the frequency domain with a DFT. We perform the DFT with OpenCV version 3.2 and default parametrization as described in their documentation 3 . The DFT of an image I results in a matrix of complex numbers with a real part Re and a complex (imaginary) part Im. So, we transform the real and complex (imaginary) parts to magnitude M with
After M is calculated, we re-arrange the quadrants of the magnitude M (1) to set the origin to the image center (see Figure 5 ). We assume that the blending operations during the morphing process results in a reduction of high frequencies caused by the reduction of edge informations. We try to measure this reduction by seperating M in 25 blocks with 40x40 pixels (2) . In this blocks we calculate the mean magnitude values as features (3) . So, FS F r eq results in a 25 dimensional vector. 
Spatial Domain Feature Space (FS Spat
. As mentioned before, FS Spat is based on the work of Kraetzer et al. in [14] . The approach is thoroughly described in Section 2.2. Basically, we primarily modify the feature normalization and the feature selection compared to [14] . The number of detected keypoint and edge features from 8 detectors (SIFT, SURF, ORB, FAST, AGAST, CannyEdge, SobelX and SobelY, see Section 2.2) are extracted on the normalized face image derived from PPM. Hence, no more feature normalization is required and we extract a 8 dimensional feature vector.
Classication Module (CM) 4 EVALUATION SETUP
Our face morphing detection concept is evaluated with two dierent feature spaces FS F r eq and FS Spat (see Section 3.2). Therefore, we create statistical models with self-acquired training data (Section 4.1). We evaluate our concept with both feature spaces and with independent free available test data and dene our test goals in Section 4.2.
Training Data
Our training data includes 12,500 images (4,234 NoMorphs; 8,266 Morphs) based on 90 dierent persons for all trained models. The 90 subjects have a neutral face expression and were acquired mostly with 3 dierent cameras and two instances of each camera model including 3 dierent resolutions and 3 dierent ISO-values per camera, based on the ICAO-requirements (see Table 1 ). 
Test Data and Goals
The detection performance is measured with the detection accuracy ACC, which is presented in chapter 5. 
EVALUATION RESULTS
This section presents the evaluation results for our test goals (G1 to G5, see Section 4.2). We show the results for G1 to G4 of the concept with FS F r eq in Section 5.1 and with FS Spat in 5.2. The results for test goal G5 are presented in Chapter 5.3. We simply measure the detection performance of the concept with the accuracy of the detectors with ACC = CCI I N ⇤ 100 where CCI is the number of correct classied instances in the test dataset and I N is the total number of instances in dataset.
Evaluation Results of Detection with FS F r eq
The results of our detection concept with FS F r eq are listed in Table  3 . It shows that the concept is able to detect 75.2% (48,427 samples out of 64,363) of passport-scaled morphed images correctly (G1). Furthermore, it has an accuracy of 95% for genuine images (5% false alarms), where especially the images from the UtrechtDB [12] trigger most false alarms. Indeed, these error rate is too high for a real world application, but it can be reduced by a multi-level-detection process, as described in [23] . The morph generation pipelines have a not negligible inuence to the detection performance of the concept with FS F r eq , especially the performance for the splicing morph varies in comparison to the other pipelines (G2). Furthermore, the results indicate that it has no inuence on the detecton performance 
Evaluation Results of Detection with FS Spat

FS F r eq vs. FS Spat (G5)
In this section, we compare the detection accuracies of concept with the both exemplary designed feature spaces. The rst view, shows better results for the detection concept with FS Spat because it classies more morphed (+14.3%) and more genuine (+0.6%) samples correct. We assume this depends on the training data. The dimensionality of the feature space of FS F r eq is higher than the dimensionality of the feature space of FS Spat and as a result it needs more training samples to deliver more accurate results. But, the detection concept with FS F r eq shows more robust results for neutral and smiling faces in our evaluation. Furthermore, FS F r eq has more accurate results for the "IHMMSEC'19 special session: fake or real" test data with 80.9% of detected morphs.
CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a detection concept for face morphings on passport-scaled images on eMRTD. The concept is evaluated with two dierent feature spaces (FS). The concept is able to detect morphed images with an accuracies of 86.0% by a false alarm rate Special Session 1: Media Forensics -Fake or Reality ?
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